Answers to Survey Questions for The SupraComputer
1

A powerful portable desktop computer for less than $400

The SupraComputer costs only $299. You can purchase a wonderful LED 24”
TV for less than $100 and a great keyboard for about $20. If you already
have a HDMI TV and keyboard you are ready to go for less than $300.
2

Turns on in about 30 Seconds every time.

The SupraComputer uses the Linux Operating System which has no other
programs running in the background to slow the start up. In fact if the
SupraComputer locks up for any reason simply turn it off and back on and
wait less than a minute. This can happen if you are watching a video and
have too much running. When you turn it back on Chromium will restore
your tabs and you can just keep on going.
3

Very secure with no incessant updates.

This is due to the Linux operating system which many computer experts
claim is the best operating system there is.
4

Pay bills online much faster than typical Win 10 Computer.

Again this is due to Linux and the fact there are no programs running in the
background to slow things down. Many users say this feature alone has
made them addicted to the SupraComputer since it is a great time saver.
5

Surf the Internet very fast with no ads.

The Chromium Browser is the reason for this. It blocks ads and is very fast.
6

Hook up to any HDMI TV or monitor anywhere.

When traveling this is a great feature. Just connect your SupraComputer to
a TV in a hotel room via the HDMI connection and watch YouTube videos or
surf the web.
You can also move around your own home and use your SupraComputer
with various TVs you might have. For example, you might play programs
with your children in their room.
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7

Use your favorite keyboard anytime.

You may hook any keyboard into the USB port including a wireless keyboard.
Some love a touchpad keyboard, others want a mouse. Simply use
whatever is your favorite one.
You might want to carry a small portable keyboard with you when you travel
plus your HDMI cable which comes with your SupraComputer to plug into a
TV or monitor anywhere. Also, carry you the little power supply with you
that comes with your SupraComputer.
8

Carry it in your purse or pocket, just like a deck of cards.

This makes traveling very easy. Also see 10 below.
9

Store all of your data on a SD Card the size of a little fingernail.

Your SupraComputer comes with a 30G SD card. 10G is already filled with
the many programs and stuff that makes it the great SupraComputer. This
leaves 20G for you to store your own data. It’s like having a small hard
drive the size of a fingernail you can remove.
Of course, you will want to backup your own data on a Flash drive or
external hard drive via a USB port.
And, if for some reason your SD card is lost or fails you can replace it for
only $29 with all the SupraComputer stuff on it. Not your data, of course.
10 Remove the SD card and carry it in a safe place when traveling.
This is a really big deal for some people. If you are traveling and you have
sensitive valuable private data on your SD card, simply remove it and store
it in a very secure place.
Then if your SupraComputer is lost or stolen or confiscated by some
“authorities” your data is not available to them. Without the SD card the
SupraComputer is just a paperweight.
11 Entertain anyone. Games for all ages.
There are a plethora of games for people of all ages on the SupraComputer.
You can entertain anyone for hours on end with the SupraComputer.
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12 Educate children with appropriate games and programs.
There are games on the SupraComputer with are also educational for
children. There are also programming languages for children which is a
great way to get them started.
13 Learn how to teach a child basic math.
The SupraComputer gives you access to eight Uncle Jack Videos where Dr.
Del explains how he was taught math starting when he was four years old by
his wise old Uncle Jack. This gave him a great head start that propelled him
to great success in math and life. Any child can benefit from this type of
head start. Dr. Del insists he is not smarter than most other people, he just
was very lucky and had some great teachers starting with his Uncle Jack.
As an aside, Dr. Del has also created a Six Tier Online Math Program which
teaches any person the math they need for their career very efficiently and
enjoyably. Visit homeschoolertoday.com/crusade for further information.
This program runs on any computer, but is best on the SupraComputer.
14 Use the Libra Office for word processing and spreadsheets.
You can create word processing documents and spreadsheets with the open
source Libra Office programs. These documents can be used with the other
Office programs one might have on other computers.
15 Learn the programming language Wolfram Language.
Wolfram Language was introduced to the world in 2015. It is an amazing
programming language and we believe it is the first language one should
learn. You can create very powerful programs easily. It is the language
which Wolfram Alpha (2009) and SIRI were written in.
The SupraComputer comes with training videos to get you started faster
using the Wolfram Language book by Steve Wolfram.
Of course, the SupraComputer comes with the programming languages
Python and Java too, including some versions for young children.
IF you are interested in programming this is a must have technology.
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For any Math Student or STEM Pro the most important benefit:
The SupraComputer comes loaded with three amazing modern 21st Century
tools. Anyone studying Mathematics or using Mathematics in a STEM
subject will find them invaluable.

Mathematica - Wolfram Alpha - Wolfram Language
You can use these tools to solve virtually and Math Problem.
You can use these tools to help you learn how to solve math problems
manually IF someone makes you do that.
In our Triad Math Six Tier Program we utilize Wolfram Alpha as the tool to
solve virtually all math problems quickly and easily.
Indeed, Wolfram Alpha will solve STEM math problems that cannot be solved
manually!
Algebra, Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry, Calculus, Differential Equations,
and MUCH MORE is now easy to learn and use!
The concepts are easy to learn when you are not burdened by the old
manual tools our ancestors had to use in the 1600’s, 1700’s, 1800’s, and
most of the 1900’s.
These were wonderful tools and responsible for our modern civilization.
However, just like the plethora of old manual carpentry tools, they are now
obsolete. No one would try to practice modern carpentry with the old
manual tools. Well, math is the same.
The result is that with the SupraComputer you:
16 Have an Expert Mathematician on call 24/7

Yes

17 Have an Expert Math Tutor on call 24/7

Yes

18 Solve any STEM Math Problem quickly.

Yes

19 Use as a tool to Learn Math Concepts.

Yes

20 Enjoy the BENEFITS of 21st Century Technologies.

Yes
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